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SUBJECT: Board of Directors Correspondence (January 9, 2023) 

# Date Rec’d Sender Subject 

1 January 9, 2023 Kelly Agenda Item 3 – Meeting Open to Public 

2 January 9, 2023 Kelly Agenda Item 7 – Appointment of Alternate 

LAVTA Board Member to Innovate 680 

3 January 8, 2023 Kelly Agenda Item 3 & 7 – Meeting Open to 

Public & Appointment of Alternate LAVTA 

Board Member to Innovate 680 

4 January 9, 2023 Kelly Agenda Item 9 – Contract Award for 

Doolan Radio Tower Generator Installation 

CORRESPONDENCE 



From: Christy Wegener

To: Jennifer Suda

Subject: FW: Alameda County and ACTC want to build a white elephant in downtown Dublin — funded through LAVTA

Date: Monday, January 9, 2023 4:52:40 PM

From: Kelly <abrfar-eb@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 9, 2023 3:56 PM

To: Alternate City of Pleas Kathy Narum <knarum@cityofpleasantonca.gov>; egbranning@livermoreca.gov; Hernandez Melissa BOS Dist1 <melissa.hernandez@acgov.org>; Karla

Brown <kbrown@cityofpleasantonca.gov>; bkiick@livermoreca.gov; jean.josey@dublin.ca.gov; Michael McCorriston <michael.mccorriston@dublin.ca.gov>;

jtesta@cityofpleasantonca.gov

Cc: David Haubert <david.haubert@acgov.org>; Christy Wegener <cwegener@lavta.org>; John McPartland <john.mcpartland@bart.gov>; Elizabeth Ames

<elizabeth.ames@bart.gov>

Subject: Alameda County and ACTC want to build a white elephant in downtown Dublin — funded through LAVTA

https://www.eastbaytimes.com/2022/04/18/construction-of-34-million-parking-garage-near-dublin-bart-set-to-begin-in-august/  (2022)

https://www.mercurynews.com/2021/10/25/parking-garage-near-dublin-bart-still-not-built-three-years-after-groundbreaking/

https://www.eastbaytimes.com/2018/10/10/construction-begins-for-new-bart-parking-garage-in-east-bay/

Elected officials break ground on the new parking garage that will be next to the Dublin-Pleasanton BART station. From left to right, Pleasanton Mayor Jerry Thorne, State Senator Steve
Glazer, Alameda County Supervisor Scott Haggerty, State Assemblywoman Catharine Baker, and Dublin Mayor David Haubert.  (October 2018)

Cellphone data shows foot traffic in U.S. cities is down substantially from 2019.

Bay Area downtowns are by far the weakest in the U.S.

Emptier office towers also mean emptier subways and buses.

Although mass transit ridership has recovered from its COVID-era lows, Bart weekday ridership has plateaued at roughly 35 percent of pre-pandemic levels.
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https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/12/remote-work-is-poised-to-devastate-americas-cities.html

Bart ridership has plummeted

https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/12/remote-work-is-poised-to-devastate-americas-cities.html




From: Christy Wegener

To: Jennifer Suda

Subject: FW: NY Times: freeway widening doesn"t alleviate congestion

Date: Monday, January 9, 2023 4:52:55 PM

From: Kelly <abrfar-eb@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 9, 2023 4:22 PM

To: Alternate City of Pleas Kathy Narum <knarum@cityofpleasantonca.gov>;

egbranning@livermoreca.gov; Hernandez Melissa BOS Dist1 <melissa.hernandez@acgov.org>; Karla

Brown <kbrown@cityofpleasantonca.gov>; bkiick@livermoreca.gov; jean.josey@dublin.ca.gov;

Michael McCorriston <michael.mccorriston@dublin.ca.gov>; jtesta@cityofpleasantonca.gov; Christy

Wegener <cwegener@lavta.org>

Subject: NY Times: freeway widening doesn't alleviate congestion

“If you keep adding lanes because you want to reduce traffic congestion, you have to be
really determined not to learn from history.”
 — Matt Turner, Brown University

Mr. Tavares calls the 7 1 0  freew ay cancellat ion "the m ost
significant"  in agency history; the E.P.A. says it  violated the Clean
Air  Act

"For years, critics of the Route 710 plan [in Los Angeles] had voiced concerns that the
widened highway would lead to more greenhouse gas emissions and the bulldozing of the
communities around it. In late 2020, the E.P.A. ruled that the widening plan violated the

federal Clean Air Act, and officials paused the project. Then last spring, Caltrans canceled
the project altogether. Mr. [Tony] Tavares [of Caltrans] said it was “probably the most
significant” cancellation in the agency’s history."

January 6, 2023
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/01/06/us/widen-highways-traffic.html

Widening Highways Doesn’t Fix Traffic. So Why Do We Keep Doing It?

by Eden Weingart, Alyssa Schukar

Interstate 710 in Los Angeles is, like the city itself, famous for its traffic. Freight trucks traveling between
the city and the port of Long Beach, along with commuters, clog the highway. The trucks idle in the
congestion, contributing to poor air quality in surrounding neighborhoods that are home to over one
million people.

The proposed solution was the same one transportation officials across the country have used since the
1960s: Widen the highway. But while adding lanes can ease congestion initially, it can also encourage
people to drive more. A few years after a highway is widened, research shows, traffic — and the
greenhouse gas emissions that come along with it — often returns.

California’s Department of Transportation was, like many state transportation departments, established to
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build highways. Every year, states spend billions of dollars expanding highways while other solutions to
congestion, like public transit and pedestrian projects, are usually handled by city transit authorities and
receive less funding.

Over the next five years, states will receive $350 billion in federal dollars for highways through the
infrastructure law enacted last year. While some have signaled a change in their approach to
transportation spending — including following federal guidelines that encourage a “fix it first” approach
before adding new highway miles — many still are pursuing multibillion dollar widening projects, including
in Democratic-led states with ambitious climate goals.

The Biden administration has suggested that states should be more thoughtful in their solutions to
congestion. Sometimes widening is necessary, Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg said, but other
options for addressing traffic, like fixing existing roads or providing transit options, should be considered.
“Connecting people more efficiently and affordably to where they need to go,” he said, “is a lot more
complicated than just always having more concrete and asphalt out there.”

Some communities and government officials are pushing back on widening plans. In Los Angeles, this
opposition had an impact. After $60 million was spent on design and planning over two decades, the
Route 710 expansion was canceled last May.

“We don’t see widening as a strategy for L.A.,” said James de la Loza, chief planning officer for Los
Angeles County’s transportation agency.

It remains to be seen if the cancellation is the start of a trend or an outlier. Widening projects are still in
the works for highways in Texas, Oregon and Maryland, to name a few. New York City is even
considering re-widening the traffic-choked Brooklyn Queens Expressway.

A Change in Approach to Congestion

The cancellation of the Route 710 expansion came after California learned the hard way about the
principle of “induced demand.”

In 2015, a $1 billion project to widen a 10-mile stretch of Interstate 405 through Los Angeles was
completed. For a period, “congestion was relieved,” said Tony Tavares, the director of Caltrans,
California’s Department of Transportation.

But that relief did not last. Rush hour traffic soon rebounded, he said.

When a congested road is widened, travel times go down — at first. But then people change their
behaviors. After hearing a highway is less busy, commuters might switch from transit to driving or change
the route they take to work. Some may even choose to move farther away.

“It’s a pretty basic economic principle that if you reduce the price of a good then people will consume
more of it,” Susan Handy, a professor of environmental science and policy at the University of California,
Davis, said. “That’s essentially what we’re doing when we expand freeways.”

The concept of induced traffic has been around since the 1960s, but in a 2009 study, researchers
confirmed what transportation experts had observed for years: In a metropolitan area, when road capacity
increases by 1 percent, the number of cars on the road after a few years also increases by 1 percent.

For years, critics of the Route 710 plan had voiced concerns that the widened highway would lead to
more greenhouse gas emissions and the bulldozing of the communities around it.

In late 2020, the E.P.A. ruled that the widening plan violated the federal Clean Air Act, and officials
paused the project. Then last spring, Caltrans canceled the project altogether. Mr. Tavares said it was

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2022/04/21/climate/portland-emissions-infrastructure-environment.html
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https://www.nytimes.com/2022/12/13/nyregion/bqe-six-lanes.html
https://trid.trb.org/view/694596
https://www.nber.org/papers/w15376


“probably the most significant” cancellation in the agency’s history.

Caltrans is considering alternatives to address traffic on the Interstate, including moving freight to a rail
line.

“Caltrans in the past was very focused on dealing with congestion primarily,” Mr. Tavares said. “We have
since pivoted, completely done a 180.”

State transportation agencies said they have shifted their focus to providing people with options other
than driving and were planning to divert money to projects that would benefit communities surrounding
Route 710. Options include improving air filtration in schools, providing better access to green spaces and
investing in a zero-emissions truck program.

Yet there are still plans to widen other highways in the state. “One size does not fit all for transportation,
and California is definitely not one size,” Mr. Tavares said.

Air Quality vs. the Economy

On an unseasonably warm day last November, dozens of northern New Jersey residents gathered in the
shadow of a highway overpass in Jersey City, just across the Hudson River from New York. In a densely
populated state with expansive transit infrastructure, many in attendance wondered why officials were
planning to widen the highway.

“If we want to be a leading state, look at what Colorado is doing in ending their highway expansions. Look
at Los Angeles,” Jimmy Lee, president of Safe Streets JC, said.

New Jersey transportation officials plan to reconstruct and add up to four lanes to sections of the New
Jersey Turnpike leading to the Holland Tunnel. In addition to carrying traffic into Manhattan, the turnpike
is, like Route 710 in Los Angeles, an artery heavily trafficked by freight trucks carrying goods between
ports and warehouses in the area.

The project, which will cost an estimated $10.7 billion, includes rebuilding elevated roadways and the
bridge over Newark Bay on the 66-year-old highway.

Diane Gutierrez-Scaccetti, commissioner of New Jersey’s transportation department, said the project was
long overdue. A flurry of new residential buildings and commercial warehouses in the area has crowded
the highway with more vehicles. The expansion is needed, she said, to make the highway safer and
ensure the ports, critical pieces of New Jersey’s economy, remain viable.

“Congestion is not safe,” Ms. Gutierrez-Scaccetti said. “I don’t advocate widening roads just for the sake
of widening.”

The project has the support of New Jersey’s governor, Philip D. Murphy, a Democrat who set ambitious
climate goals for the state, and local labor leaders. Mark Longo, director of an organization representing
heavy equipment operators, said the expansion is “the single most important road project for the
economic future of New Jersey.”

Critics of the plan say the congestion can be addressed in other ways, including investing in public transit.
Officials in Hoboken and Jersey City, which surround the highway and have some of the worst air quality
in the country, have denounced the plan.

“There are other types of mobility that people value instead of just cars,” Jersey City Mayor Steven Fulop
said.

https://la.streetsblog.org/2022/05/13/metro-fy23-budget-those-freeways-metro-plans-to-widen/
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/10/climate/highways-climate-change-traffic.html
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A Commitment to Expansion

For critics of widening projects, the prime example of induced demand is the Katy Freeway in Houston,
one of the widest highways in the world with 26 lanes.

Immediately after Katy’s last expansion, in 2008, the project was hailed as a success. But within five
years, peak hour travel times on the freeway were longer than before the expansion.

Matt Turner, an economics professor at Brown University and co-author of the 2009 study on congestion,
said adding lanes is a fine solution if the goal is to get more cars on the road. But most highway
expansion projects, including those in progress in Texas, cite reducing traffic as a primary goal.

“If you keep adding lanes because you want to reduce traffic congestion, you have to be really
determined not to learn from history,” Dr. Turner said.

Officials from the Texas Department of Transportation said the Katy expansion provided the capacity
needed to keep up with projected population growth in the Houston area.

“Expanding roads does not create more congestion,” transportation officials said in a statement. Rather,
they said, it “helps to manage new travel demand.”

The Texas Constitution mandates that the majority of transportation funds go to improving the highway
system. Over the next year, the state plans to spend about 86 percent of its budget on highway projects.

One of those is a $9 billion plan to reconstruct and widen a section of Interstate 45, which crosses paths
with the Katy Freeway. Transportation officials said the project would improve safety, reduce congestion
and address flooding along the roadway.

The plan for Route 45, Dr. Handy said, is another project being sold as congestion reduction. “But what’s
especially troubling about that project is the destruction to the neighborhood that it will cause.”

The Texas transportation department estimates more than 1,000 people and 300 businesses in the
surrounding neighborhoods, where most residents are Black and Hispanic, would be displaced by the
expansion.

At the same time, officials at Houston’s public transportation agency are pulling together funding from
bonds and federal grants for an additional way to address congestion and growth: 500 miles of
improvements to public transit.

Additional production by Stephen Reiss.

 
 

https://cityobservatory.org/reducing-congestion-katy-didnt/
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From: Christy Wegener

To: Jennifer Suda

Subject: FW: NY Times: wider freeways won"t reduce traffic congestion; Alameda County GSA to build a $35 million white elephant in Dublin

Date: Monday, January 9, 2023 4:53:40 PM
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From: Kelly <abrfar-eb@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 8, 2023 6:58 PM

To: Henninger Tona BOS Dist4 <tona.henninger@acgov.org>; Kimberly GSA - Interim Director Gasaway <kimberly.gasaway@acgov.org>; Hernandez Melissa BOS Dist1 <melissa.hernandez@acgov.org>

Cc: robert.powers@bart.gov; Elizabeth Ames <elizabeth.ames@bart.gov>; John McPartland <john.mcpartland@bart.gov>; Tamara Edwards <tedwards@lavta.org>; Christy Wegener <cwegener@lavta.org>

Subject: Fw: NY Times: wider freeways won't reduce traffic congestion; Alameda County GSA to build a $35 million white elephant in Dublin

 

County to build a $35 million white elephant in Dublin
 
https://gsa.acgov.org/construction-set-to-start-on-dublin-transit-center-garage/
Construction Set to Start on Dublin Transit Center Garage - General Services Agency - Alameda County
 

Construction Set to Start on Dublin Transit Center

Garage - General Serv...

Dennis Wu

Share your thoughts about new public art for Dublin

 
----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kelly <abrfar-eb@yahoo.com>
To: tlengyel@alamedactc.org <tlengyel@alamedactc.org>; Supervisor Miley <nate.miley@acgov.org>; jbauters@emeryville.org <jbauters@emeryville.org>; info@votemattturner.com <info@votemattturner.com>
Cc: Daniel Woldesenbet <danielw@acpwa.org>; David Haubert <david.haubert@acgov.org>; Kimberlin Kathy BOS Dist 1 <kathy.kimberlin@acgov.org>; Hernandez Melissa BOS Dist1 <melissa.hernandez@acgov.org>; Karla Brown <kbrown@cityofpleasantonca.gov>; mayormarchand@livermoreca.gov <mayormarchand@livermoreca.gov>; bkiick@livermoreca.gov <bkiick@livermoreca.gov>; Alternate City of Pleas Kathy Narum <knarum@cityofpleasantonca.gov>; Raj Salwan <rsalwan@fremont.gov>; Jenny Kassan <jkassan@fremont.gov>; Hans Larsen <hlarsen@fremont.gov>; tony.tavares@dot.ca.gov <tony.tavares@dot.ca.gov>; Livermore Vice Mayor Bob Woerner <bwoerner@cityoflivermore.net>; Teresa Cox <tcox@fremont.gov>; Mark Spencer <mspencer@w-trans.com>; Karena McGee Shackelford <kshackelford@fremont.gov>; William Yragui <wyragui@missionpeakconservancy.net>; Andreas Kadavanich <andreas@kadavanich.net>
Sent: Sunday, January 8, 2023 at 06:36:48 PM PST
Subject: Wider freeways won't reduce traffic congestion
 

“If you keep adding lanes because you want to reduce traffic congestion, you have to be really determined not to learn from history.”
 — Matt Turner, Brown University

Mr. Tavares calls the 7 1 0  freew ay cancellat ion "the m ost  significant"  in agency history; the E.P.A. says it  violated the Clean Air  Act

"For years, critics of the Route 710 plan [in Los Angeles] had voiced concerns that the widened highway would lead to more greenhouse gas emissions and the bulldozing of the communities around it. In late 2020, the E.P.A. ruled that the widening plan violated the federal Clean Air Act, and officials paused the project. Then last spring, Caltrans canceled the project altogether. Mr. [Tony] Tavares [of Caltrans] said it was “probably the most significant” cancellation in the agency’s history."

 
January 6, 2023
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/01/06/us/widen-highways-traffic.html
 
Widening Highways Doesn’t Fix Traffic. So Why Do We Keep Doing It?
 

Widening Highways Doesn’t Fix Traffic. So

Why Do We Keep Doing It?

With billions of dollars available to improve transportation

infrastructure, states have a chance to try new str...

Widening Highways Doesn’t Fix Traffic. So Why

Do We Keep Doing It?

With billions of dollars available to improve transportation

infrastructure, states have a chance to try new str...

 
by Eden Weingart, Alyssa Schukar
 

Interstate 710 in Los Angeles is, like the city itself, famous for its traffic. Freight trucks traveling between the city and the port of Long Beach, along with commuters, clog the highway. The trucks idle in the congestion, contributing to poor air quality in surrounding neighborhoods that are home to over one million people.

The proposed solution was the same one transportation officials across the country have used since the 1960s: Widen the highway. But while adding lanes can ease congestion initially, it can also encourage people to drive more. A few years after a highway is widened, research shows, traffic — and the greenhouse gas emissions that come along with it — often returns.

California’s Department of Transportation was, like many state transportation departments, established to build highways. Every year, states spend billions of dollars expanding highways while other solutions to congestion, like public transit and pedestrian projects, are usually handled by city transit authorities and receive less funding.

Over the next five years, states will receive $350 billion in federal dollars for highways through the infrastructure law enacted last year. While some have signaled a change in their approach to transportation spending — including following federal guidelines that encourage a “fix it first” approach before adding new highway miles — many still are pursuing multibillion dollar widening projects, including in Democratic-led states with ambitious climate goals.

The Biden administration has suggested that states should be more thoughtful in their solutions to congestion. Sometimes widening is necessary, Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg said, but other options for addressing traffic, like fixing existing roads or providing transit options, should be considered. “Connecting people more efficiently and affordably to where they need to go,” he said, “is a lot more complicated than just always having more concrete and asphalt out there.”

Some communities and government officials are pushing back on widening plans. In Los Angeles, this opposition had an impact. After $60 million was spent on design and planning over two decades, the Route 710 expansion was canceled last May.

“We don’t see widening as a strategy for L.A.,” said James de la Loza, chief planning officer for Los Angeles County’s transportation agency.

It remains to be seen if the cancellation is the start of a trend or an outlier. Widening projects are still in the works for highways in Texas, Oregon and Maryland, to name a few. New York City is even considering re-widening the traffic-choked Brooklyn Queens Expressway.

A Change in Approach to Congestion

The cancellation of the Route 710 expansion came after California learned the hard way about the principle of “induced demand.”

In 2015, a $1 billion project to widen a 10-mile stretch of Interstate 405 through Los Angeles was completed. For a period, “congestion was relieved,” said Tony Tavares, the director of Caltrans, California’s Department of Transportation.

But that relief did not last. Rush hour traffic soon rebounded, he said.

When a congested road is widened, travel times go down — at first. But then people change their behaviors. After hearing a highway is less busy, commuters might switch from transit to driving or change the route they take to work. Some may even choose to move farther away.

“It’s a pretty basic economic principle that if you reduce the price of a good then people will consume more of it,” Susan Handy, a professor of environmental science and policy at the University of California, Davis, said. “That’s essentially what we’re doing when we expand freeways.”

The concept of induced traffic has been around since the 1960s, but in a 2009 study, researchers confirmed what transportation experts had observed for years: In a metropolitan area, when road capacity increases by 1 percent, the number of cars on the road after a few years also increases by 1 percent.

For years, critics of the Route 710 plan had voiced concerns that the widened highway would lead to more greenhouse gas emissions and the bulldozing of the communities around it.

In late 2020, the E.P.A. ruled that the widening plan violated the federal Clean Air Act, and officials paused the project. Then last spring, Caltrans canceled the project altogether. Mr. Tavares said it was “probably the most significant” cancellation in the agency’s history.

Caltrans is considering alternatives to address traffic on the Interstate, including moving freight to a rail line.

“Caltrans in the past was very focused on dealing with congestion primarily,” Mr. Tavares said. “We have since pivoted, completely done a 180.”

State transportation agencies said they have shifted their focus to providing people with options other than driving and were planning to divert money to projects that would benefit communities surrounding Route 710. Options include improving air filtration in schools, providing better access to green spaces and investing in a zero-emissions truck program.

Yet there are still plans to widen other highways in the state. “One size does not fit all for transportation, and California is definitely not one size,” Mr. Tavares said.

Air Quality vs. the Economy

On an unseasonably warm day last November, dozens of northern New Jersey residents gathered in the shadow of a highway overpass in Jersey City, just across the Hudson River from New York. In a densely populated state with expansive transit infrastructure, many in attendance wondered why officials were planning to widen the highway.

“If we want to be a leading state, look at what Colorado is doing in ending their highway expansions. Look at Los Angeles,” Jimmy Lee, president of Safe Streets JC, said.

New Jersey transportation officials plan to reconstruct and add up to four lanes to sections of the New Jersey Turnpike leading to the Holland Tunnel. In addition to carrying traffic into Manhattan, the turnpike is, like Route 710 in Los Angeles, an artery heavily trafficked by freight trucks carrying goods between ports and warehouses in the area.

The project, which will cost an estimated $10.7 billion, includes rebuilding elevated roadways and the bridge over Newark Bay on the 66-year-old highway.

Diane Gutierrez-Scaccetti, commissioner of New Jersey’s transportation department, said the project was long overdue. A flurry of new residential buildings and commercial warehouses in the area has crowded the highway with more vehicles. The expansion is needed, she said, to make the highway safer and ensure the ports, critical pieces of New Jersey’s economy, remain viable.

“Congestion is not safe,” Ms. Gutierrez-Scaccetti said. “I don’t advocate widening roads just for the sake of widening.”

The project has the support of New Jersey’s governor, Philip D. Murphy, a Democrat who set ambitious climate goals for the state, and local labor leaders. Mark Longo, director of an organization representing heavy equipment operators, said the expansion is “the single most important road project for the economic future of New Jersey.”

Critics of the plan say the congestion can be addressed in other ways, including investing in public transit. Officials in Hoboken and Jersey City, which surround the highway and have some of the worst air quality in the country, have denounced the plan.

“There are other types of mobility that people value instead of just cars,” Jersey City Mayor Steven Fulop said.

A Commitment to Expansion

For critics of widening projects, the prime example of induced demand is the Katy Freeway in Houston, one of the widest highways in the world with 26 lanes.

Immediately after Katy’s last expansion, in 2008, the project was hailed as a success. But within five years, peak hour travel times on the freeway were longer than before the expansion.

Matt Turner, an economics professor at Brown University and co-author of the 2009 study on congestion, said adding lanes is a fine solution if the goal is to get more cars on the road. But most highway expansion projects, including those in progress in Texas, cite reducing traffic as a primary goal.

“If you keep adding lanes because you want to reduce traffic congestion, you have to be really determined not to learn from history,” Dr. Turner said.

Officials from the Texas Department of Transportation said the Katy expansion provided the capacity needed to keep up with projected population growth in the Houston area.

“Expanding roads does not create more congestion,” transportation officials said in a statement. Rather, they said, it “helps to manage new travel demand.”

The Texas Constitution mandates that the majority of transportation funds go to improving the highway system. Over the next year, the state plans to spend about 86 percent of its budget on highway projects.

One of those is a $9 billion plan to reconstruct and widen a section of Interstate 45, which crosses paths with the Katy Freeway. Transportation officials said the project would improve safety, reduce congestion and address flooding along the roadway.

The plan for Route 45, Dr. Handy said, is another project being sold as congestion reduction. “But what’s especially troubling about that project is the destruction to the neighborhood that it will cause.”

The Texas transportation department estimates more than 1,000 people and 300 businesses in the surrounding neighborhoods, where most residents are Black and Hispanic, would be displaced by the expansion.

At the same time, officials at Houston’s public transportation agency are pulling together funding from bonds and federal grants for an additional way to address congestion and growth: 500 miles of improvements to public transit.

Additional production by Stephen Reiss.
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From: Christy Wegener

To: Jennifer Suda

Subject: FW: Tower sites like Doolan have a geographical monopoly, dominant position in the local market

Date: Monday, January 9, 2023 4:54:11 PM

From: Kelly <abrfar-eb@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 9, 2023 4:50 PM

To: Hernandez Melissa BOS Dist1 <melissa.hernandez@acgov.org>; Karla Brown

<kbrown@cityofpleasantonca.gov>

Cc: Christy Wegener <cwegener@lavta.org>; David Haubert <david.haubert@acgov.org>

Subject: Tower sites like Doolan have a geographical monopoly, dominant position in the local

market

Mayors Hernandez and Brown,

Radio tower sites are carefully selected for line-of-sight coverage. Good hilltops have a natural advantage
in market position, thus they are hard to replace and hard to relocate.

— Kelly
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